
DISCLAIMER
 
Effective date: January 25, 202
 
We= Fruityeva/ Eva Buchmann and her team
You= Client, the person who accesses this website and/ or my products
and services
 
This website and all of the information on it and services provided through it
is owned by Fruityeva (“Eva Buchmann”, “we” and “our” and “us”). This
Earnings Disclaimer (the “Disclaimer”), in concert with our Terms and
Conditions and Privacy Policy, determine the rules of how you can use the
website, www.fruityeva.com  (the “Site”), including other sites that the Site
links to (=the Sites) and how you access our content and services, either
as a paying customer or simply a website visitor.
We highly encourage you to read this Disclaimer, Privacy Policy, and our
Terms and Conditions before you explore our website, just so that there are
no doubts on expectations from using the Site. Your continual use of the
Site is understood as acceptance of the terms in our aforementioned
documents. As you wish, you can decide anytime to leave the Sites to not
be bound to our policies and disclaimers.
 
No Guarantees
No guarantees mean that we make no guarantees about any success that
you’ll get from our Site, Courses, services, products, and/ or free offers. We
will do our best for you to succeed, but we make no guarantees concerning
your success through our courses.
Eva Buchmann makes no guarantees whatsoever regarding any results
based on any inaction or action relating to your life, health, relationships, or
business based on the information we share or services we offer through
the Site. We will not be responsible or make any promises for what will
happen in your health and life. Even if you’ve worked with us as a client
before and had certain results, we make won’t guarantee that they will
happen again.
 
Responsibility



You are fully responsible for any actions you take or not take while
interacting with the Sites. As a condition of using our Sites, you agree you
will consult with a professional before making any significant decisions
regarding your health, life, relationships, or business based on the
information you find on the Site.

Intention
The intention of the information we share and post on the Site is for
promotional and informational purposes only. We want to help you improve
your health and create the life you desire.
Qualifications & Not Professional Advice
Eva Buchmann does not represent or warrant that she has any
professional qualifications.
The information on this website is not tailored to you, your health, or your
life. The advice on the Sites is not professional advice. Any advice and
information that Eva Buchmann shares on the Sites comes from a place of
love and wanting to support you. Eva Buchmann provides advice in the
context that she has worked to learn how to improve her health, however,
she does not warrant or represent to be an expert or professional with
professional designations and she makes no guarantees regarding any
specific success from working with her.
Your choice to rely on her guidance, teaching, advice, or principles is
simply your choice.  We are not telling you what to do but merely telling you
things that worked for us or we have seen work for other people. It does
NOT mean that they will work for you.
You understand that you cannot hold us liable in any way for any actions or
inactions you do or do not take based on our content on the Sites. It is your
free decision to act on our advice and information. Seek professional
advice before making important decisions for your health and life. You can’t
hold us accountable for how you interact with the information on our
website.
 
Health Coach Disclaimer
Health/Wellness coaching is not intended to prevent, diagnose, treat, or
cure any disease or condition. It is not intended to substitute for the
treatment, advice, and/or diagnosis of a qualified licensed professional.
Trained and certified Health Coaches may not make any medical
diagnoses, claims, and/or substitute for your personal physician’s care. As
your health/wellness coach I do not provide a second opinion or in any way



attempt to alter the therapeutic goals/recommendations of your personal
physician and or your treatment plans. It is my role to partner with you to
provide ongoing support, accountability, and education as you create an
action plan to meet and maintain your health goals.

The information and content on The Sites or provided by email is not
intended as medical advice or to replace an individual relationship with a
qualified health care professional. Eva Buchmann and The Sites encourage
you to continue visiting with and being treated by your primary care
physician or health care provider. Only a Licensed Medical Professional
can prescribe treatments and medications for you and diagnosis certain
ailments. Do not ignore or delay seeking medical advice or treatment
because of any information obtained from Eva Buchmann or The Sites.

Consult your own Medical Professional regarding all nutritional advice to
evaluate if the advice given on The Sites and by Fruityeva could adversely
affect pre-existing conditions or react with any medications. Stop following
the advice or recommendations given by Eva Buchmann or The Sites if you
have any type of adverse reaction. Eva Buchmann and The Sites are not
acting in the capacity of a licensed dietician, doctor, psychologist, or any
other registered/ licensed professional.
 
Eva Buchmann and the will not treat, diagnose, or cure in any manner, any
condition, disease, or another physical or mental human ailment. By
entering your email address you are also requesting and agreeing to
subscribe to the Fruityeva e-newsletter, to which the above disclaimer also
applies. Eva Buchmann/ the Sites (collectively “Fruityeva”) expressly
disclaims any liability or responsibility for any damages caused by a user’s
reliance on any information obtained or contained via Fruityeva websites or
emails.
 
Eva Buchmann expressly disclaims all warranties, implied or expressed, of
any kind with respect to the website and/ or its emails, including but not
limited to fitness for a particular purpose and merchantability. Eva
Buchmann makes no warranties or representations, either expressed or
implied, of any kind with respect to the content and information included on
Eva Buchmann’s websites. You agree that Eva Buchmann, its employees,
directors, officers, or other representatives shall not be liable for negative



consequences and damages arising from the content and information
viewed and obtained via The Sites and Eva Buchmann.
By using the Sites and/or purchasing products, services, and/or courses
from Eva Buchmann, you agree that this limitation of liability is
comprehensive and applies to personal injuries and all damages of any
kind, including without limitation general, special, incidental, direct, indirect,
consequential, punitive, and compensatory damages.
 
Results Disclaimer
It may happen that we share some of our client's success stories and some
specifics around what their success looks like.
 
Their success is NOT A GUARANTEE for your success and we are simply
showing what results are possible through our programs, not that every
individual will get these results from our services or programs.
We do our best to help you succeed, but in the end, your ability to create
the health or life you desire depends on a multitude of factors, chiefly you.
We make NO GUARANTEES related to any specific success you may
experience by using our services and programs. It is possible that you
purchase our services and do not receive any of the benefits we advertise.
Please understand this concept before you use the Sites and/ or enjoy our
services. We ask you to take our recommendations, advice, and services
with prudence and mindfully. Eva Buchmann is not liable for any actions
you do or do not take based on the information we provide or the services
and products we offer.

Recommendations
While creating content for the Sites, we sometimes recommend products,
services, or authors we find valuable. Please keep in mind that our
recommendations are not professional advice and we ask you not to rely
solely on our opinion. If we have some form of relationship with a company
or product where we get a benefit from them, we will explicitly disclose that
information.

Client-professional relationship:
Just by accessing and using the Site, there is no client-professional
relationship created between Eva Buchmann and you. Only once you sign
in to our services, a contract sent to you is officially creating a
professional-client relationship. Until we sign an agreement together, you



are not a client. By continuing to use the Site, you acknowledge that for the
moment, we are just pals.
 
Affiliations
We have no registered partnerships with Instagram, Facebook, or any of
the other platforms we use. If we have any official or paid affiliation, we will
let you know.
If we provide a link to an affiliated service or some form of partnership of a
business we work with, we will let you know.
If we have any affiliation with a company or service, it is because we think
they provide valuable services at what they do and we want to share their
services with you. You will always retain the right to choose to work with
another company or service
It is your decision to engage with or buy (from) the recommended company,
product, or service. Us being affiliated with a third party does not give you
extra costs.

No Warranties
Eva Buchmann makes no promises that the Sites or third-party programs
we use to offer our products or services will work operationally. In case of
error, we give our best to fix everything as fast as possible.
We make no representations or warranties of any kind around any of the
content we produce or share on the Site. To the maximum extent
permissible by European laws, Eva Buchmann disclaims all warranties
regarding all products, information, and services offered through or on the
Sites.
 
Eating disorder disclaimer:

● The information provided by Fruityeva is not intended to be a
substitute for a recommendation for any particular treatment plan or
your independent medical decision-making.

● Fruityeva does not attempt to practice medicine or give medical
advice and is not a healthcare or treatment provider.

● You alone shall be responsible for and determine and the
appropriate treatment and recovery program for you if you are
dealing with any health problem or eating disorder. Fruityeva is here
just to share her experience.

● Fruityeva does not intend to establish a doctor-patient,
provider-patient, or any other legal relationship.



● The choice of treatment or facility you are choosing in the future is
entirely up to you

● The recommendation that is given by Eva Buchmann, fruityeva,
does not need necessarily meet your specific needs.

● Fruityeva does not work with people with severe eating disorders or
health conditions as fruityeva acknowledges that is not her realm.
Fruityeva only provides advice and tips on how to add more fruit and
vegetables into one's diet. Fruityeva never claimes to heal eating
disorders, physical and/ or mental illnesses of any kind. Hence
fruityeva does not accept responsibility nor liability for any decisions,
acts, or omissions that the clients make after they worked with
fruityeva. The client alone holds liability and responsibility for their
actions, decisions, or inactions.

 
Testimonials
All of our testimonials are from actual clients, and all of their feelings,
words, and results are authentic. While these testimonials showcase
hard-working individuals, their results are a product of their efforts and
work. Their success is NO GUARANTEE for you to get similar or the same
results. Every individual is different and will therefore have different results.
 
Human mistakes
All of the content we put on the Sites is intended to be as helpful and
accurate as possible. We give our best to provide you with helpful
information for your health and life.
Please understand that not everything we include on the Site may be
accurate or entirely true. We will never intentionally mislead you, but it may
be because of our human nature, that we make mistakes. This concerns as
well that we may forget to include something in sharing our information on
the Sites. As such, we ask you not to rely entirely on what we share and
accept that some of our content may be incorrect. If this doesn’t resonate
with you, you are always welcome to stop using the Site.
 
Releasing Eva Buchmann of Liability
Eva Buchmann will not be liable for any actions you do or not take based
on the information on the Site and the services or products sold through the
Site. Eva Buchmann will not be liable for any damages based on you using
the Sites or you purchasing products, services, or courses through the
Sites.



By the fullest extent permissible by law that Eva Buchmann will not be held
responsible for any legal claims against it or any form of damages based
out on your use of the Site and through any of the services or products
purchased through the Site.
 
 
Contact us
Feel free to connect with Eva Buchmann to ask us any questions via the
website www.fruityeva.com
If you have any questions prior to purchasing our services or products or
enrolling in any of our courses, we will do our best to help you make the
best decision for yourself.
Thanks so much for reading our Disclaimer.
Wishes,
Eva Buchmann :)
 


